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Abstract

Incorporation of reuse concepts into software-intensive systems development so that reuse

becomes systematic requires guidance as to what constitutes reuse-based activities. The reuse

process framework discussed in this article provides a common viewpoint for considering,

de�ning, composing, and applying reuse-based activities. The framework is based on the

notion that discrete process units can be well-de�ned and can be composed into broader,

consistent process contexts such as life cycle models. The framework is asset-centered and is

tailorable to the needs of speci�c organizations, speci�c domains, and speci�c projects. The

framework is also independent of any life cycle model style such as waterfall or spiral.
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1 Introduction

The Software Technology for Adaptable, Reliable Systems (STARS) program has articulated a mis-

sion to accelerate the shift to a \process-driven, domain-speci�c reuse-based, technology-supported"

development paradigm for software-intensive DOD systems. In support of this mission, the three

STARS' prime contractors (Boeing, IBM, and Unisys) are jointly developing a description of the

reuse aspects of such a software development paradigm. This description is captured in an evolving

document called the STARS Reuse Concept of Operations. The focus of version 0.5 [1], a recently-

released �rst draft, is a framework for considering and de�ning reuse supporting process building

blocks and for composing these building blocks into broader contexts such as reuse-based organi-

zational strategies and product life cycles. The remainder of this paper gives an overview of that

reuse process framework.
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2 Reuse Process Framework Overview

STARS has identi�ed functions and processes supporting reuse in the context of software-intensive

system development and maintenance. Further, these reuse supporting activities have been orga-

nized into a process framework containing four families of processes. The names of these families

emphasize the primary purpose of each. The reuse process families (see Figure 1) are:

� reuse planning;

� asset creation;

� asset management; and,

� asset utilization.

The families of the reuse process framework can be decomposed further to identify processes

and functions focusing on di�erent aspects of each family's purpose. Individual organizations may

use di�erent decompositions of these families to suit their goals and business strategies. Brief

descriptions of processes in the decomposition currently being used by STARS are given in following

sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4.

The arrows in Figure 1 represent the extensive information ow, inuence, and feedback among

the four process families. In general, the arrows represent the ow of decisions, constraints, expe-

rience lessons, and assets.

As the �gure shows, inputs to the reuse process framework are market forces, existing assets,

systems, domain expertise, and tools. A market force is de�ned as requirements or needs of any

intended customer. Software systems, software architectures, software components, asset libraries,

experience reports, domain analysis results, and domain models are examples of the output software

and related products shown in the �gure.

The results of the asset planning processes feed separately into the asset creation, asset manage-

ment, and asset utilization process families. Planning processes set goals and strategies, select and

e�ect the tailoring of processes consistent with the goals and strategies, and identify and allocate

existing resources. The asset creation process family produces software and software related assets.

The asset management process family evaluates, describes, and organizes the assets provided by

the asset creation process family. The asset utilization process family accesses the organized assets

to construct software-intensive systems.

Lessons learned regarding the usage, applicability, quality, and reusability of assets are feedback

from the asset utilization processes to the asset management processes. Lessons learned regarding

missing assets or possible asset generalizations are feedback from the asset utilization processes into

the asset creation processes. Lessons learned regarding asset quality and description are feedback

from the asset management processes to the asset creation processes. Needs for new assets; lessons

learned regarding process usage, applicability, and quality; and new process assets are feedback

from the asset creation, asset management, and asset utilization processes into the asset planning

processes.
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Figure 1: STARS Reuse Process Framework
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2.1 Reuse Planning

An important function of the planning activity in Figure 1 is to de�ne a reuse strategy and plan for

its implementation within the organization that is undertaking a reuse program. A second function

is to implement the strategy in plans and processes for a speci�c project. A related function is to

measure and evolve the process for executing the plans. Note that many of the planning activities

and products are appropriate at both the organizational and speci�c project levels.

Reuse Strategy Development A reuse strategy is used to guide the asset creation, management,

and utilization processes. The activities required to de�ne the strategy will depend on the nature of

the organization, e.g., whether it is a company seeking to market reusable components or develop

systems based on them, a DoD Program Executive O�cer establishing a reuse program for a given

domain, a Program Manager developing a speci�c system, or a maintenance organization. The

strategy will be inuenced by the organization's goals and top level reuse policy. The reuse strategy

may de�ne processes that identify, evaluate and select domains for reuse; de�ne a set of methods

for asset creation that are compatible with the methods for asset utilization; create plans for asset

creation, management, and utilization; and de�ne goals to measure the e�ectiveness of reuse. A

software reuse strategy may include, but is not limited to, a domain selection method [2, 3], an

asset creation plan, an asset management plan, an asset utilization plan, and process and product

improvement plans.

Incorporation of Reuse Into the Project Process If the parent organization of a speci�c re-

use project has produced generic plans for asset creation, utilization, management, and process

improvement, then incorporation of reuse into the project process is a matter of adapting those

generic plans to the project's particular situation. If no generic plans exist, speci�c plans for asset

creation, utilization, management, and process improvement will need to be developed. In either

case detailed project speci�c plans will result.

Process Measurement and Evolution The reuse process measurement and evolution function

receives input in the form of data captured about the asset creation, management, and utilization

processes and products. It also receives lessons learned, asset requirements, process requirements,

and any other form of relevant feedback from individuals involved in those processes. Feedback from

the users of the software products is also input to this function. The process involves analysis of

the input information; identi�cation of problems and opportunities for improvement; development

of solutions; identi�cation of resources required to e�ect the solution; de�nition of changes to the

process or products; modi�cation of the plans and the process being followed; and measurement

and analysis of the modi�ed process.

2.2 Asset Creation

Since asset is a very broad term, the activities identi�ed as asset creation include domain analysis,

domain modeling, software architecture/design development, reverse engineering, design recovery,

software component development, application generator development, and source code translation.

Furthermore, the encoded domain expertise and design rationale guide the creation of software

components, architectures, designs, and application generators. That is, there is considerable in-

teraction and feedback among the members of the asset creation process family.
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Domain Analysis and Modeling The goal of domain analysis is to develop a domain model,

reusable requirements, and domain variability description applicable to solution systems within the

domain. Note that domain is being used here in its broadest sense, i.e, as an area of activity or

knowledge. At a high level, domain analysis is a combination of reverse engineering, knowledge

extraction, technology and requirements forecasting, and modeling.

Software Architecture Development The purpose of this activity is to produce an architecture

that can be used to implement numerous systems for the domain as de�ned by the domain analysis.

The process of architecture development seeks to identify a set of software components and their

interactions that can support both the full and minimal set of domain services and objects [4].

Software Component Development The goal of this activity is to develop reusable software

components that implement the previously developed domain-speci�c architecture. Before this

activity is undertaken, reuse planning has already evaluated whether component development is

more appropriate than or complementary to application generator development or use. Reuse

planning activities will also have evaluated whether translation of code from legacy systems may

also be appropriate.

Application Generator Development The goal of application generator development is to pro-

vide a capability that allows a reuser or application developer to create software (sub)systems using

the concepts and terms belonging to the domain. The point is to support the end user in stating

\what" is desired rather than detailing \how" the desired e�ect is to be achieved. This \what"

orientation can also be termed requirements-based.

Asset Evolution The results of asset evaluations from the asset management and asset utilization

process families are feedback into the asset creation processes. There should be explicit processes

that receive and analyze these results with the objective to enhance the appropriate domain model,

software architecture and components, and application generators. The feedback may also be used

to improve or better tailor the processes of modeling, component and architecture creation, and

application generator development to the needs of particular domains or organizations.

2.3 Asset Management

The goal of asset management is to acquire, evaluate, describe, and organize reusable assets to

assure their availability to asset creation and asset utilization processes. Asset management is

also responsible for asset library administration and operation. Asset management activities in-

clude asset acquisition, asset acceptance, asset classi�cation, asset cataloging, asset certi�cation,

library and asset metrics collection, library administration and operation, and asset maintenance

and enhancement.

Asset Acquisition The goal of asset acquisition is to obtain assets from external asset libraries

and other sources in support of asset creation and asset utilization activities.

Asset Acceptance The goal of asset acceptance is to ensure that an asset satis�es all legal and

policy constraints and that su�cient information is available to catalog the asset.

Asset Classi�cation The goal of asset classi�cation is to develop a scheme for categorizing assets

on the basis of their domain-relevant characteristics. The classi�cation scheme provides library users
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with an organizational framework for locating and understanding domain assets. This is distinct

from the process (described under asset cataloging below) of determining where a particular asset

belongs within the library classi�cation scheme.

Asset Cataloging Asset cataloging is broken down into three steps: asset categorization, asset de-

scription, and asset installation. Asset categorization (as distinguished from the asset classi�cation

process discussed above) is the process of determining where an asset belongs within the classi�ca-

tion scheme. Asset description is the process of creating, capturing, or adapting all the information

that is needed to describe the asset in the context of the library's data model, once the asset has

been categorized. Asset installation is the process of installing the categorized and described asset

in the library system.

Asset Certi�cation The ultimate goal of asset certi�cation is to guarantee that software assets

implement their requirements and that their execution will be error free in their intended environ-

ment.

Library and Asset Metrics Collection Library metrics are used to measure the e�ectiveness of

library management processes, tools, and policies. Asset metrics are used to measure the charac-

teristics and e�ectiveness of individual assets, such as their reusability. The goal of collecting such

measurements is to improve the e�ectiveness of the library in supporting reuse processes within

client organizations.

Library Administration and Operation The goal of library administration and operation is to

assure the availability of the asset library for asset creation and asset utilization activities.

Asset Maintenance and Enhancement The goal of the asset maintenance and enhancement

process is to iteratively improve the assets in the library relative to user and domain needs.

2.4 Asset Utilization

There are two primarymethods of asset utilization, corresponding to system composition and system

generation. These two asset utilization methods are complementary and can both be employed

within the same domain or for a single system development. The other asset utilization processes

(asset identi�cation, asset understanding/evaluation/selection, and asset tailoring/integration) are

subordinate to the two primary asset utilization methods and are approached di�erently within

each method.

System Composition Asset-based system composition is a process in which the software engineer

constructs new products (e.g., requirements, design, code, tests, documentation) from previously

developed or newly generated parts. This is typically done by identifying, understanding, evaluating,

and selecting appropriate generalized domain assets and tailoring and integrating them to meet

speci�c system needs.

System Generation System generation is a process for producing systems or subsystems that

ideally incorporates all the variation in a domain into a set of parameters expressed in terms

of a speci�cation language or template. A generation tool accepts speci�cations from engineers

that de�ne values for the domain parameters and resolves the variation accordingly to generate

components of the target system. The speci�cations are generally non-procedural in nature and
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can be expressed in a number of di�erent forms (e.g., textual, graphical, template-based, etc.).

These speci�cations in e�ect de�ne a set of speci�c target system requirements that lie within

a set of more generic domain requirements represented by the speci�cation language. Thus, the

target components are derived directly from a speci�cation of system requirements, which is why

generation is often referred to as requirements-based reuse.

Feedback to Reuse Planning, Asset Creation, and Asset Management For each reuse-based

development e�ort, assets within the relevant domain(s) will likely need to be updated based on

feedback from asset utilization. If updates are appropriate, the domain model may be amended,

new assets may be constructed, and other assets may be changed or deleted. Similarly, each reuse-

based development e�ort should yield lessons that can be applied to asset management within the

domain. Engineers' experiences with browsing and querying the library may result in recommen-

dations for re�ning or correcting aspects of the library taxonomy or asset descriptions; experiences

with the tools used to facilitate asset understanding, tailoring, integration, and generation may yield

recommendations for additional tools or improvements to the existing tools; problems with assets

that were thought to be well-quali�ed may reveal inadequacies in the asset quali�cation process;

lack of adequate access to the remote libraries may result in recommendations for improved library

connectivity or interoperability.

3 Using the STARS Reuse Process Framework

Historically, organizations have based their software development plans on methodology, technique,

or tool selections made to implement an idealized project life cycle rather than on process building

block selections. Indeed, software development has mostly been considered as one gigantic waterfall

life cycle divided into major phases encompassing system conception to demise. In contrast, STARS

is promoting the concept that there are multiple, valid modern software life cycle models appropri-

ate for di�erent organizational goals, strategies, and strengths. That is, STARS is generalizing the

concept of life cycle model from a strategy for software system development to strategies for soft-

ware product development, where product includes components, interface and protocol standards,

architectures, domain models, application generators, and systems.

As opposed to modeling and planning a development strategy around major activities and

tools, the reuse process framework supports the notion of composing a life cycle model from process

building blocks. We believe the bene�ts of this approach to be:

� The ability to compose multiple, reuse-based life cycle models with di�erent goals guided by

the reuse process framework.

� Easier implementation and tailoring of life cycle models in support of individual domains,

organizations, and engineers.

� Easier management, measurement, monitoring, and improvement, of life cycle model imple-

mentations and improvement in life cycle models.

� Identi�cation of the similarities in appropriate methods, techniques, and tools supporting

various life cycle models and processes.
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These bene�ts accrue because process building blocks are well-de�ned, may have formal repre-

sentations, have de�nite begin and end points, have de�nite start and stop criteria, span a shorter

time duration than life cycle phases, and can be customized to available tools and environment

support.
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